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GOALS

MAIN GOAL
Create an application for the

Oculus Quest 2 which showcases

the strengths of VR through

experiences . 

Four experiences available on app

Expand awareness of VR to new

and potential users of virtual reality

Increase interest and investments

in VR content 

SAFETY GOAL

REACH GOAL

Three experiences available on app 

A good environment for the user to

access the experiences in 

Five experiences available on app 

a fun and interactive environment

for the user to access the

experiences in



POTENTIAL
CHALLENGES
Challenges that we can predict at this

point in the project involve figuring

out the logistics of each experience

we want to create in regards to

development with Unity and the

Oculus Quest 2 integration . We also

anticipate roadblocks in choosing

experiences that are actually

beneficial to our target audience . We

want to effectively highlight the

benefits of VR , and we look forward to

discovering the ins and outs of Oculus

Quest 2 for ourselves along the way . 



TIMELINE

Presentation - Jessica Perry
We will present a brief overview of our technology by

showcasing Oculus capabilities and elaborating on the

technology used to create our experience . You will get to

see the goggles in action , and we will highlight the

competitive advantages of Oculus Quest 2 .

Alpha- Simran Patel
For the Alpha , we are testing out and researching the

capabilities of Unity in regards to creating projects made

for the Oculus Quest 2 

Exploratory Research - Brian Hall 
We are diving into the history , the current capabilities , and

the technological process of creating a VR experience .

Project Plan - Carlie Gambino
We will produce a plan for developing the app over the

course of the semester .

PR/FAQ - Sara Castro
The press release will include components of the

exploratory research which explain the need of our product

and the outlook of the industry . The release and launch of

our application idea , and the potential routes we will take .

The FAQ will include questions regarding VR in general and

our project specifically . 

CHECKPOINT 1



TIMELINE

Presentation - Jessica Perry
We will have the brand colors and style by this second

presentation , and we will allow our audience to walk

through the experiences we have created for the Beta .

 
User Research - Sara Castro
Building off of our exploratory research , we will explore the

user base that VR currently caters to and potential users .

Additionally , we will overview the variety of industries

which currently benefit from VR technologies and where

they are expanding . 

Beta - Brian Hall
We will try to have at least two working VR experiences in

our beta , as it will be a demo for important functionalities

of the Oculus Quest 2 . Considering challenges , on the

development side we will need to learn enough in Unity ,

OpenXR , and whatever else there is pertaining to

developing on the Oculus Quest 2 .

UX Map / Wireframe - Carlie Gambino
By September 21 , we will decide on at least two

experiences to begin working on the UX map , and they will

be added to the draft by September 27 . We will create a

wireframe of the application ’s experiences and user

interaction points . By September 28 , at least two more

experiences will be added to the UX wireframe draft . By the

checkpoint all four experiences will be included on the UX

map , demonstrating the functions of all four VR

experiences . 

CHECKPOINT 2



TIMELINE

Presentation - Sara Castro 
In this presentation we will showcase one VR

experience to the class and show elements of our

branding . 

1.0 - Simran Patel
For the 1 .0 we aim to add at least one other VR

experience to our app on top of the others which we

will have done from the Beta . If this goes smoothly we

will also work on an initial gaming environment for the

user to begin in . 

Visual Design Document - Jessica Perry
At this point , we will apply our brand colors and style to

logos and graphics . These will include templates and 3D

elements that will be used throughout our VR

experience . We will work as a team to determine the

visual design experience we want to create to convey

our goals . We plan for our overall aesthetic to be clean

and consistent with Oculus Quest 2 colors .

Website Beta - Carlie Gambino 
The website beta will include a home page with the

trailer , an about page , and a launch date countdown

page . 

CHECKPOINT 3



Stage presentation Beta - Sara Castro
In this presentation , we will be audience-focused and

will explain the extent of our project . We will showcase

the finalized application . 

1.1 - Simran Patel
 For 1 .1 , we plan to add at least one VR experience and

finish hashing out any developmental issues with the

other experiences and the environment itself . 

Launch - Carlie Gambino
We will send the request to submit to Applab as soon as

the final application is complete . 

Social Deliverables - Jessica Perry
For the social deliverables , we will prepare different

social media Ads to highlight why our app is beneficial .

We will create a Facebook or Instagram page to get the

word out on the capabilities of our VR app .

TIMELINE

CHECKPOINT 4



For the operational project , we plan to have between

3 and 5 experiences for the user to interact with in

order to showcase the strengths of VR . The user will

be immersed in a fun and inviting environment using

Unity . For our project trailer , we will highlight what

the experience looks like inside the goggles . The final

website will include a home page , the trailer , the

about page , and a demo of the game . There will also

be a page with a graphic explaining the controls and

experiences within the app . The website will be

polished and cohesive with the overall project

branding design .  

This presentation will showcase all four experiences

and the capabilities of the Oculus Quest 2 . We will

emphasize the importance of the application to our

audience . We will also explain the gap we have filled

with our project and why it matters . We look forward

to sharing our final product . 

TIMELINE

FINAL DELIVERABLES


